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SUPPLEMENT

The Week
A personal view of current medicopolitical events

The NHS pay dispute drags on but an end may be in sight.
The TUC affiliated unions are choking on the Government's
pay offer but have decided to consult their members on
the offer of 6% this year and 4.500 next year (a marginal
improvement). The Royal College of Nursing has taken half a
step towards accepting its revised offer (12-30% from 23 August
1982 to April 1984), which includes the promise of a review
body. The RCN council decided to ballot its members (for
the third time during the dispute) and to recommend
acceptance of the award. This is just as well as it is highly
unlikely that the award will be improved. The TUC unions
have not yet decided whether to recommend acceptance.
It is a pity that the RCN council has not given a stronger lead
and accepted the award. The action of the RCN and of the
other unions means that the dispute will now drag on for at
least a month, a state of affairs that the NHS and least of all
its patients can ill afford. Democracy can sometimes suffer
from too much consultation and too little firm leadership.
That said I hasten to congratulate the college on its decisions

to stay outside the Trades Union Congress and not to change
the rule that prohibits its members from withdrawing their
labour. The report at p 1514 gives details of the three to one
votes on both these decisions, but I was depressed, though
not surprised, at the low vote-less than 10% of RCN
members bothered to return their proxy votes. I hope that
in similar circumstances doctors would manage a better
response. One encouraging marker of nurses' feelings towards
the NHS dispute, however, is the steady rise in RCN member-
ship, now at 205 000. It may not be long before the college
holds the allegiance of half of the NHS's 450 000 nurses. The
sooner the better, I say.
The setting up of an independent body to review the pay of

nurses, midwives, and health visitors is an achievement. I am
sure, however, that Mr Trevor Clay-Dame Catherine Hall's
successor as RCN general secretary-is a shrewd enough
politician to know that it will not necessarily lead to financial
nirvana-indeed, press reports suggest that trouble may be
looming already about whether nursing assistants should be in
or out of any review machinery. But it does circumvent the
annual confrontation with the DHSS on pay and, taking a long
view, doctors have done reasonably well out of their review
body. I wish the nurses deserved good fortune with theirs.

* *

The Doctors' and Dentists' Review Body was a subject that
surfaced when I was lunching with the BMA's new honorary
secretaries at their indoctrination course in Tavistock Square
last week. A mix of hospital and general practitioners at my
table agreed that any Government interference with the
doctors' award in 1983 would provoke the profession to react.

They disagreed, however, as to whether the Government
would interfere. Certainly a third annual assault by the
Treasury shock troops on doctors' pay increases would, I
believe, so devalue the Review Body that apart from any
uproar in the profession its members would soon find better
ways of spending the many hours they devote to assessing not
only the overall increase in doctors' pay but, just as import-
antly, the appropriate differentials within the profession.

Conversation at lunch inevitably moved on to the effects of
industrial action. One rural GP said that in his neck of the
woods the dispute was a non-event, but a surgeon from a
northern conurbation had a different tale, with lengthening
waiting lists, deteriorating staff relations, and doubts about
whether preregistration housemen could be signed up as
having had appropriate experience for full registration.

* * *

The BMA is scathing about the Health Minister's dismissal
of the House of Commons report on the effects of the
University Grants Committee's cuts on medical education
(p 1512). Professor Peter Quilliam, who chairs the BMA's
Medical Academic Staff Committee, declares tersely: "Patient
care advances because of the research of clinical academics in
teaching hospitals. University cuts threaten this contribution
to NHS patient care."
That knowledgeable character A BMA Spokesman was

rather more prolix: "We are amazed," he stated with a regal
flourish, "that the Government has been unable to obtain or
comment on figures more recent than the two years up to
September 1981. The BMA conference on the effects of cuts in
funding medical education in June 1982 revealed substantial
and serious effects on patient care from cuts in medical school
funding particularly outside London. . . . There is strong
evidence that medical schools are carrying a heavier burden of
cuts than other departments because failure to replace junior
clinical academic staff as they rotate through posts has formed
an easy route for reducing university funding."

After the conference mentioned in the press statement the
BMA and the British Dental Association decided to set up a
body to monitor the effects of the cuts on medical faculties.
The following organisations have been invited to send repre-
sentatives to the first meeting on 2 December: Association of
University Teachers' Standing Conference of the Royal
Colleges and Faculties of the UK, Federation of Associations
of Clinical Professors, Conference of UK Deans, Joint
Consultants Committee, Committee of Vice-chancellors and
Principals, and University Grants Committee.:
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